
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a manager, sustainability. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, sustainability

Ensure all key timelines and sample delivery dates are confirmed with the
factories, monitored and input into critical path, highlighting any potential
problems that may affect these dates to management
Counter sourcing fabrics and manufacturers who deliver within target price
structure and to achieve margin
Creating a seasonal sourcing plan and maintaining an archive of suppliers
Drive Gross Margin by reducing inefficiencies in production and supply chain
process
Work with factories and suppliers to reduce delivery windows and deliver
ahead of the shipping windows
Manage Bill of Material work sheets for all categories
Work closely with NGO’s to develop the skills of the women and deliver
Manage maintaining standard measurements records for all garment types
Undertaking regular competitor research to ensure fit and sizing is
competitive
Helping to define and maintain grading and sizing rules for each garment
type

Qualifications for manager, sustainability

Growth mindset and a passion to imagine and deploy completely new
solutions to solve some of the world's toughest environmental challenges

Example of Manager, Sustainability Job Description
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Manages global, cross-functional delivery teams that deliver agile execution
of campaigns, adapting to in-flight performance, and consumer response
Diagnoses business needs, aligns with organizational objectives, creates
strategies, and leads execution through planned and opportunistic delivery of
digital programs supporting the company’s Sustainability initiatives
Manages partnerships with digital platforms, emergent technologists,
NGO’s/NFP’s, customers, content creators/influencers, and agency
stakeholders in company digital Sustainability program delivery
Leads and manages the vendor partnership with a Preferred Marketing
Developer (PMD) to deliver content optimization and remarketing for all
campaigns


